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SMARTVISER SIGNS A CONTRACT WITH MOBIWIRE
AND BECOMES THE REFERENT EXPERT AND PROVIDER OF
AUTOMATED TESTING SOLUTIONS OF THE FRENCH MANUFACTURER.
SmartViser continues to conquer key leaders of mobile telephony market
by signing a contract with the French manufacturer MobiWire.
Founded in September 2014, SmartViser is specialized in automated testing solutions for
smartphones, tablets and networks thanks to its virtual user concept. With this contract SmartViser
continues to make a positive impact in the industry.
Indeed, in order to propose the most suitable offers to the growing needs of the market, SmartViser
proposes its expertise and flexible innovation to fit the needs of every key actors of mobile telephony
market as operators, manufacturers, retailers and benchmark experts. This is how step by step
SmartViser has convinced MobiWire.
Sagem’s heir, MobiWire, referent provider of operators, is concerned to increase the quality
of their devices in order to offer the best experience for the daily usage of the customers. To
continue to propose the best quality, MobiWire has selected the “Validate” offer to optimize the
launching of their products. The French manufacturer can ensure the best user experience and
quality while improving the performance of the devices at the best price, which respects the principle
of “Smart Purchase” dear to MobiWire.
Thanks to the flexibility of Smartviser’s offer, MobiWire keeps control on its tests protocol while
taking advantage of Smartviser’s innovation in the testing activities. This way MobiWire generates
automatically pre-configured or tailored routine scenarios.
• This contract demonstrates the expertise and understanding of the problematics met by
manufacturers. By anticipating customers’ needs SmartViser ensures its position of forerunner of
automated testing solutions
Several French and international operators already trust SmartViser but this collaboration with
MobiWire opens the way for manufacturers that wants to adopt the test protocol expected by
operators, which facilitates the business success of their products.
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ABOUT SMARTVISER.
Founded in 2014, SmartViser is the forerunner of embedded testing solution
for smartphones, tablets and networks, based on the virtual user concept.
Dedicated to operators, manufacturers, retailers and specialized Medias,
SmartViser evolves into B2B market.
To this date SmartVisers’ solutions have already conquered major telecom
operators in France and abroad. The company’s ambitions is to become the
reference point of the best user experience in automated testing.
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ABOUT MOBIWIRE
MobiWire is a French manufacturer of mobile phones and payment terminals
designing and delivering to and on behalf of Mobile Network Operators
worldwide.
With the support of 2,500 employees of its R&D and manufacturing plant
near Shangai, MobiWire operates with the expertise and knowledge of more
than 15 years of handset development, delivering over 100 million devices
and is to offer high quality products at competitive price with an industry
leading time to market.
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